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Abstract. Based on the discussion of ODS (Operational Data Store), enterprise 
data environment features and data integration requirement, three granularity level 
data models of Web logs in e-commerce are analyzed. Further, data updating and 
collecting train of thought has been expressed which is realized by granularity 
manager. Finally, a model is put up, which integrates e-commerce data and other 
enterprises’ data by ODS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electronic commerce systems are the ones that are built on the Internet and other 
networks to realize enterprise’s business objectives. They can meet the needs of 
production, sales and services and also can support enterprise’s collaborations with its 
business partners. The electronic commerce systems improve level of enterprises’ 
information automation, management and decision-making. In addition, they offer 
enterprises a commercial intelligent computing system. As we know, E-commerce 
brings about enormous competition and business opportunities for the global 
economy, so e-commerce systems become global information systems. With 
increasing needs of e-commerce and pressure from enterprise internal development 
and external competition and collaboration, in enterprises, the demands for 
information system support are ever increasing as well. Information became the 
critical resource to enterprise’s survival and development. So E-commerce systems 
are facing big challenges, which are evidenced in that they are required to be open, 
capable of connecting with other various application systems to integrate enterprises’ 
information resources and improving enterprise’s ability of developing markets. 
However, the more the layers of enterprise’s system are, the more difficult data 
integration is. Thus, Operational Data Store is a better option to solve the data 
integration problems of e-commerce data and enterprises’ other systems data [1, 2].  
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2. THE REQUIREMENTS OF ENTERPRISES’ DATA 
ENVIORNMENT AND DATA INTEGRATION 

Because of the differences among enterprises’ sizes, types and industries, data 
environment varies from different enterprises, so does the requirement of data 
environment. Data environment characteristics of big enterprise are as follows: firstly, 
on the whole, there is an operational data environment, and analysis data environment 
is at the rudimental level, then long-term data has been accumulated, finally, data are 
relatively canonical. While small and Medium-sized enterprises’ characteristics are:  
firstly, some have operational data environment, but lack the qualifications of 
building large-scale analysis data environment, then they don’t own accumulating 
long-term data, finally they lack unified data canonical [2]. 

Enterprise information system is complicated and its information processing 
contains several courses which are information collection, information management 
and information controlling. What’s more, in connection with different levels and 
applied aims, it processes information at different abstract level. Then we may find 
that some terms which are used to describe the processing course, such as data 
processing, information processing and knowledge processing. At the same time, 
these terms also reflect the complexity of information processing. With development 
of E-commerce systems, information system integration is not only the integration of 
different data information, but also will become integration of knowledge. 

The demands of information determine the demands of data integration function. 
And the purpose of enterprise data integration is to effectively integrate information 
which distributes in autonomic and isomerous partial data source, so as to realize 
sharing information among subsystems. Meanwhile, information integration also 
needs to solve the problems of information, knowledge (experience included) and 
transformation among data. Because different enterprise data distribute in different 
business systems, a unified platform is needed to show the analysis results. But this 
platform is lacking, so a unified enterprise data view can’t be offered to the decision-
makers. In this case, we need a platform to show the analysis results. We may find 
that it breaks the barriers among systems, then integrates management information 
and business information, and offers a unified enterprise production data view and 
operation data view for the decision-makers and executive officers. Next, some 
requirements are also needed which are data consistence, data security and efficient 
use of data [3]. Finally, the ultimate goal of data integration application is to realize 
enterprise decision-making supporting, which is the real significance. 

3. DATA CHARATERISTICS IN ODS 

ODS is a kind of store technology, lying between Data Base (DB) and Data 
Warehouse (DW). Comparing to Data Base, the way of organizing data for ODS also 
faces to subjects and integration, just like Data Warehouse. The structure of ODS is 
mixed, supporting operational transaction process and analysis process. ODS data is 
integrated, variable, specific and the current data or approaching current data and 
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faces to subjects [4]. In addition, when running a system, ODS is the place for 
enterprise to release information, and the information is real time and about to real 
time. Meanwhile, other systems of the enterprise can use the information also, 
including Data Warehouse. But there still are some differences between ODS and 
Data Warehouse. Firstly, their data magnitude varies greatly. In terms of storing time, 
DW contains lots of historical data, whose amount greatly exceeds the current data 
and the latest data of ODS. And then their applying demands are different. DW is 
used for long-term strategy analysis, which mainly faces to professional data analyst 
and top management [5, 6]. But ODS is mainly used to global OLTP and the latest 
LOAP, which faces to middle management for daily management and short-term 
decision.  

When processing lots of historical data, Data Warehouse exerts great efficient, 
but it can’t do well to some old systems. Due to various reasons, these old systems 
lack synthesis, which makes it difficult to analyze data, dispose data and supply data 
to Data Warehouses. However, ODS can deal with the data offered by old systems 
better, in a short time and at  lower costs, through redesigning data and data 
processing model [3]. 

Moreover, an important online technology is also needed, which can actively 
offer our customers with their interested subject information to gain more potential 
customers. According to customer’s individual needs, this technology also can 
automatically search data, collect data, filter data and adjust data at the background, 
and finally supply customers with their needed information, which reduces customers’ 
works in online searching, comparison and negotiation. These high-powered 
operations are too hard to proceed in Data Warehouses. But in ODS structure, these 
can be easily done. Once the incorporative and refined results which coming from 
enterprise’s Data Warehouses are stored in ODS, they can benefit e-commerce web 
environment. Thus, in the web environment, ODS is one of the key structures for 
enterprise data processing, data in the web environment can be mostly withdrawn 
from ODS [7].  

4. INTEGRATION MODEL FOR WEB DATA AND OTHER 
ENTERPRISES’ DATA 

Data model can help users to review how diversified data are integrated and help 
users to comprehend the final results. When the products are delivered, Data model 
also ensures the same expectation between the model builder and the end users. The 
use of data model helps to reduce the originating rate of redundancy. For data model 
can make redundancy obvious and delete it. So we may see data model is helpful to 
reduce the overall risk of the program. If data model were not used, e-commerce 
workmen will find it is very difficult to withdraw data from web daily and integrate 
them with other enterprises’ date, for more interfaces are required to startup the 
circular developing process. Without the support of data model, it will be a big 
challenge for enterprises if they want to manage enterprise data as the critical resource 
[7]. 
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In order to analyze the enormous data from daily web and then integrate them 
with other excessive enterprises’ data, data granularities at different levels must be 
disposed. In e-commerce environment, daily web data are at the lowest level of 
granularity. In a day, the daily data can be taken from the web at a certain length of 
time [8] [9]. The daily web data can be directly introduced into the DBMS of the ODS 
in the website, which is the level 0. The introduction process of web log to the DBMS 
can be designed, or can be completed by the practical tools. From level 0, the daily 
data and enterprises’ data are integrated in the ODS, which is level 1. For example, 
the customer information from the web log is integrated with the data in the 
enterprises’ ODS. Finally, these data from one day or several days are integrated in 
ODS is the level 2, which can be used for quick report access [7] [8]. All these three 
levels of granularity need data models.  

Web site data need to integrate with other enterprises’ data. To support the 
integration, many data models will be used, every one of which plays a very 
important role. These models include [7]: Subject Model, Enterprise Logic Data 
Model, data models of Data Warehouse and data mart, ODS Model of web sites and 
Enterprise ODS model. 

Subject Model—used to better understand all areas, such as product 
classification area. 

Enterprise Logic Data Model (Enterprise Data Model)—used to connect 
different subjects, such as the connection between customers and products. 

Data Warehouse Model and Data Mart Model-- used to meet the purposeful 
operational demands, such as doing sales report forms. 

Website ODS Model—used to take use of website log’s path information. 
Enterprise ODS Model-- used to integrate web data and other enterprises’ data. 
Next this paper will mainly introduce the Enterprise ODS Model: 
The structure of Enterprise ODS Mode is integrated and subject-orientated. What 

makes it different from Data Warehouse is that enterprise ODS is timeliness, 
including limited historical data. In the e-commerce environment, enterprise ODS is 
regarded as the Level 1 granularity. Enterprise ODS is renewed from the source 
systems (Web site ODS and other business systems), and other business operational 
systems or data mart [6, 8]. In other words, the enterprise ODS is the combination of 
all kinds of ODS.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 1. Data Flow Mode 
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Enterprise ODS environment may be very complicated. According to WH 
Inmon’s analysis and giving consideration to the factual situation of enterprise’s 
website [7, 9], we can design a data flow model.  From this model we can see all the 
data flows form the source systems, Data Warehouses and data marts 

Enterprise ODS supplies data to website ODS, so it can make some processes 
run together, which can take advantages of the parallel structure of this platforms and 
ETL tools. Internal customer entity of the enterprise ODS plays a very important role 
in the e-commerce environment. Figure 2 shows some of the data models established 
for customer entity in enterprise ODS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Data Model of Customer Entity in the Enterprise ODS  
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Based on data warehouse technology, ODS is a kind of data environment 
concept which is overall situation consistent and faces to subject. In the process of 
enterprise information construction, it offers multi-layer data processing environment 
and builds up the three-layer structure of DB/ODS/DW. In this structure, ODS is the 
middle layer. On one hand, it includes the overall consisting data and detailed real 
time data, which can do overall online operational disposal. On the other hand, it is a 
kind of subject-oriented and integrated data environment, and with small quantity of 
data. It is helpful to complete data analysis processing of daily decision-making. At 
present, most enterprises have established perfect database application system, and it 
is impossible for them to give up all these systems because of the large amount of 
money in re-investing. So it is more feasible to withdraw data from these application 
systems to build the ODS, and finally form a technology route of a perfect application 
system structure. Thus, according to the research of Wei Fang [3], ODS is the best 
choice for the integration of enterprise information systems and E-commerce data, as 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Structure Diagram of ODS and the Application System, Data Warehouse & E- 
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excellent reporting form. Then, individual customer-oriented marketing activities can 
be initiated, using all these customer information.  

In fact, there are two kinds of ODS in the e-commerce environment: Web ODS 
and Enterprise ODS. They are designed for different purposes [7]. Enterprise ODS is 
a genuine data processor, which can hold much more data than Web ODS. Web ODS 
only offers services for internal affairs coming form the web server. Thus, it is a kind 
of “local” ODS, while Enterprise ODS has real enterprise data which can largely be 
used for processing. Therefore, Enterprise ODS is a kind of “global” server. And web 
ODS integrates with Enterprise ODS all day long at different intervals. Giving 
consideration to the capability and throughput, Web ODS and enterprise ODS are not 
usually stored in the same server [4]. 

In the Figure 3, data of the Application System 2 are directly stored in ODS, 
while data of the other application systems are firstly transformed by mapping table, 
then renovated, and finally stored into the ODS. The processed data stored in the ODS 
can be supplied to the data warehouse. These reorganized data which stored in the 
ODS can be provided to data warehouse. Besides, data in ODS and data warehouse 
can also be provided to e-commerce systems [3]. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Development of modern enterprises needs statistics and analysis, which basis is 
data integration. With the development of E-commerce and business on the Internet, 
enterprises urgently need a set of data integration system which is reliable, safe, 
flexible and easy to extend. Data integration can implement integration and 
automation of design and production, while lacking of the means to optimize global 
production process. Strategy-supporting puts emphasis on building up enterprises’ 
optimizing models and strategy supporting systems. And these models can offer 
supporting for top management to solve problems like sales, price, investment and 
production plan. With the expanding of enterprise’s production scales and fields, also 
associated with the deep researching on production, the models we build are more and 
more complicated, and models’ dependency relationship to data is stronger and 
stronger. If these models doesn’t base on data integration, accuracy of data and 
timeliness can’t be guaranteed [8]. Data integration plan of enterprise system is based 
on the rules of practicality and robustness. The suitable plan should be chosen 
according to the requirements of enterprises system construction. In addition, before 
choosing the suitable one, we should thoroughly analyze the merits and demerits of 
the plans. Some people think ODS can partly take the place of data warehouse. In 
fact, ODS and data warehouse have their respective characteristics, and they have no 
conflicts with each other, so they can not replace each other. Since ODS is more close 
to the area of operating systems, it can greatly improve the synthesis of the operating 
systems. In the process of data integration, if Chinese large enterprises can better 
utilize the advantages offered by ODS, it will benefit for them and offer them a better 
environment in their future data warehouse projects.  
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